eXpress Enterprise
OVERVIEW
Version 5 of eXpress integrates and replaces previous releases of eXpress
Plus, Pro and Net to create a complete package called eXpress Enterprise.
A single installation of eXpress Enterprise contains all the components
necessary to implement eXpress Enterprise as a standalone desktop
application or a centrally administered application on a Web server. A
software development kit (SDK) with a mainframe communications
component is included for sites needing the ability to produce customized
Windows applications using Visual Studio, Visual Basic, Delphi, etc. A single
installation of eXpress Enterprise will accommodate any implementation
requirement that a site might have.

KE Y B E N E F I T S
Increased Productivity
Use the Input Recall feature to retrieve and reissue frequently entered
commands or strings. Launch user-developed scripts or macros from a menu
selection, toolbar button or hot key to perform tedious or repetitive tasks.
Both facilities are guaranteed to increase user productivity.
The Software Development Kit
Windows applications can now communicate with ClearPath OS 2200 host or
ClearPath MCP applications. This extraordinary capability is perfect for sites
that want to go beyond simple emulation, and into new Windows
possibilities. The SDK was designed specifically for programmers, technicians
and developers who are accustomed to using their own programming tools,
but want the added advantage of customized applications plus emulation.
Web Implementation
eXpress Enterprise is ideal for sites wanting centralized control over
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installation and configuration with a minimum footprint at the client level.
With “zero touch” rollout, there is no install on the client PC. Furthermore,
Viewing and maintaining host data from a web browser makes the
mainframe truly portable.
Integrate your Desktop
eXpress easily interacts with other applications that you may already use,
tools like Microsoft Outlook, Word and Excel, just to name a few. Leverage
your existing investments by allowing eXpress products to help increase
productivity in today's workplace environments.
Completely New Scripting Engine
BasicScripts, PascalScripts or Jscripts are all available to boost the
productivity power of Enterprise. Maintaining scripts in a language
compatible with commonly used application development packages (Visual
Studio, Visual Basic, Delphi and Java) offers shops the ability to standardize
and simplify their development efforts.
Security Where It Counts
Enterprise fully supports direct-to-host SSL connections. It also supports SSL
connections to Host Gateway Server (HGS) from KMSYS Worldwide, Inc.
acting as a secure gateway to a ClearPath system with or without SSL
capability. When partnered with HGS, Enterprise provides additional
functionality and authentication beneficial to site security and performance.
HGS includes a utility to configure multiple servers, listeners, paths and
virtual destinations. Another utility allows an administrator to monitor
performance and throughput. Built on the Microsoft .NET Framework, HGS
is compliant with Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS 140) and is
a serious consideration when data security is of utmost importance.
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